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Abstract

Switching power converters are widely used due to their excellent efficiency, but they
inherently generate ripple. Passive low-pass LC filters have been traditionally employed
to meet ripple and EMI specifications [1]. These passive filters can contribute
considerably to the volume and weight of a power converter. In particular, capacitors can
become relatively large in order to meet strict ripple specifications. This is detrimental to
cost and reliability of these passive EMI filters. For these reasons, capacitors in EMI
filters can pose a considerable design challenge. Active circuit techniques can
substantially reduce passive EMI filter capacitor requirements. This thesis investigates
using active circuitry to mitigate the challenges of designing with large capacitors on
three fronts: reducing capacitance in EMI filters, reducing damping capacitance, and
reducing capacitance cost.

A significant reduction of the passive EMI filter capacitor can be achieved by
active ripple filters. This thesis investigates a hybrid passive/active filter topology that
achieves ripple reduction by injecting a compensating voltage ripple across a series filter
element. Both ripple feedforward and feedback are employed. The design of sensor,
amplifier, and injector circuitry for this application is explored. The experimental results
demonstrate the feasibility and high performance of the new approach, and illustrate its
potential benefits.

The damping capacitor can easily become the dominant capacitance of the
system. By using signal-level transistors, the needed capacitance can be greatly reduced.
A feedback system using current sense and current drive is explored in this thesis. Test
results demonstrate an improvement by a factor of a thousand.

Active techniques can also reduce the cost of capacitor in EMI filters, by
enhancing the performance of low cost capacitors. This work applies active techniques to
the input EMI filter of a commercial automotive motor drive system. Initial evaluation
has demonstrated the feasibility of this approach. More work will be required to further
evaluate the details of active filter system to this commercial application.

Thesis Supervisor: David J. Perreault
Title: Active Filter Techniques for Reducing EMI Filter Capacitance
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Switching power converters inherently generate ripple, and typically require input

and output filtration to meet ripple and EMI specifications, (e.g., Fig 1.1). Passive LC

low-pass filters have traditionally been employed to achieve the necessary degree of

ripple attenuation [1]. The capacitors in these passive filter components often account for

a large portion of filter size and cost [1-4]. Furthermore, the temperature and reliability

limitations of filter capacitors can present a significant design constraint.

Take for example a commercial application, which uses a 1-kilowatt inverter for

automotive electro-hydraulic power steering. The input filter for this switching inverter

requires three electrolytic capacitors and two inductors. The capacitors account for

approximately 75% of the filter volume, and a rough estimate suggests that they attribute

to more than 60% of the cost. Furthermore, there is the question of the lifetime of these

large electrolytic capacitors when they are subjected harsh environmental conditions (e.g.

vibration and wide temperature ranges). Coupled with strict EMI requirements shown in

Fig 1.1, techniques to reduce the required capacitance become attractive.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

An alternative to the conventional passive filtering approach is to use a hybrid

passive/active filter [2-10]. In this approach, a small passive filter is coupled with an

active electronic circuit to attenuate the ripple. The passive filter serves to limit the ripple

to a level manageable by the active circuit and to attenuate ripple components that fall

beyond the bandwidth of the active circuit. The active filter circuit cancels or suppresses

the low-frequency ripple components that are most difficult to attenuate with a passive

low-pass filter. Essentially, the cut-off the LC filters needs to be placed well below the

SAE J1113/41 Class 1 EMI Specifications

80 ~ ~ ~ ~ -- --- - -- - -- --- I -- -- ---- --- -- I r

-70 - - - - --

40

0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0

Frequency (Mglz)

FCC EMI Specification

70 ------------ -~*""-----. _ ____

FCC Class A

FCC Class B50 -------- --- - -- - --

40 ___

0.1 1 Frequency MHz) 10 100

Figure 1.1 Various EMI specifications: (from top to bottom) SAE Ji1113/41 Class 1 Automotive
conducted EMI specification for narrowband signals. FCC conducted EMI limits. The voltage is

measured across a 500 LISN impedance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

frequencies that are to be attenuated, which make the components large. By using active

circuitry to provide a fair amount of attenuation, less attenuation is required from the

passive filter. This permits a substantial reduction in the passive filter size, with potential

benefits in converter size, weight, and cost.

Active filters may be characterized by whether they inject ripple voltages [3,7] or

currents [2,4-10] to achieve ripple reduction. Controls governing the ripple correction

can be derived through either feedforward [2,9,10] or feedback [5-8]. Feedforward

controlled filters sense a ripple component and inject its inverse, while feedback

controlled filters suppress ripple via high-gain feedback loop, see Fig 1.2. Combinations

of these mechanisms are also possible (see [3,4] for example), and there are a wide

variety of means for implementing the sensing and injection functions.

This thesis focuses on active filter techniques that minimize the required

capacitance in filters. A hybrid active/passive topology is introduced that achieves ripple

reduction by injecting an opposing voltage in series with the voltage ripple source. This

z z Z
Power Power

Converter Load onverter Load
(noise K 4 (noise

source) source)

zZ Z
Power Power

Converter Load Converter Load
(noise A (noise

source) source)

Figure 1.2 Various active ripple filter topologies (clockwise from top left): Current ripple filter using
feedforward control. Voltage ripple filter using feedforward control. Current ripple filter using feedback
control. Voltage ripple filter using feedback control.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

is effective in minimizing the size of EMI capacitors needed. A second hybrid

active/passive technique uses a current amplification topology to reduce the needed filter

damping capacitor. Finally, the use of feedback active filters to reduce the filter capacitor

size in PWM motor drives is explored.

1.2 A Feedforward/Feedback Active Ripple Filter

Figure 1.3 illustrates an active ripple filter topology using both feedforward and

feedback. This topology operates by injecting ripple voltage to oppose the ripple voltage

appearing across the buck capacitor Cb,,ck. Essentially this technique mimics a voltage

divider. The voltage ripple is divided between the active voltage source and the output.

If the voltage source perfectly duplicates the voltage ripple then the output voltage will be

ripple free. The injector design is challenging since it must accurately generate the

desired ac injection voltage while carrying the full dc converter current. The injection

signal is based on a superposition of easily-measured feedforward and feedback voltage

ripple signals. Implementing the control design is also a challenging task. The transfer

function from the ripple source to the output is given by equation 1.1 for a feedforward

gain of K(s).

V0 (s)
Vrpe (S)= - K(s) (1.1)

V, (S)

ubuck

Figure 1.3 Feedforward / feedback voltage ripple filter used in combination with a passive filter at the
output of a buck converter. The hybrid passive/active filter enables a reduction in the size of the passive
filter components.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

For a perfect feedforward path gain of unity, the ripple at the output would be zero.

However, due to gain and phase accuracy limitations in the components, feedforward

cancellation alone cannot fully attenuate the ripple. Considering the feedback path alone,

the ripple source to output transfer function is:

V U1 (s) .1

Vrippe(S) 1+ A(s)

The ripple at the output becomes small as the magnitude of gain A(s) becomes large. In

the feedback case, stability considerations limit the achievable feedback suppression.

Combining feedforward and feedback takes best advantage of the injector circuitry and

maximizes ripple attenuation. This thesis will explore this active/passive filter technique

in detail. It will be shown that the proposed structure is attractive in cases where it is

desirable to minimize the passive filter capacitance, Cu,.

1.3 Active Damping

Figure 1.4 illustrates how filter damping is often implemented. In many cases,

passive components used to implement filter damping can be larger than the primary filter

elements themselves. For instance, the capacitor value used in a shunt damping leg is

Lbig R

out Cbig

cout

Figure 1.4 Illustrates common damping topologies (from left to right): series damping and shunt damping.
The series damping topology employs an inductor and resistor. The DC current component flows through the
output inductor. At higher frequencies the current flows through the resistor because the bypass inductor is
smaller than the output inductor. The shunt damping approach uses a capacitor and resistor. At DC there is
no voltage across the resistor. At AC frequencies near the corner frequency ripple flows through the resistor.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

usually an order of magnitude larger than the value of the filter capacitor [1]. Active

damping, in which active circuits are used to realize the desired damping characteristics, is

an attractive approach for reducing passive component size.

Realizing active damping for a shunt damping leg suggest topologies where a

damping capacitor is actively enhanced. Just as with active ripple filters, this can be

accomplished in a variety of feedback topologies: current-sense/current-drive, voltage-

sense/current-drive, current-sense/voltage-drive, and voltage-sense/voltage-drive (Figure

1.5). This thesis investigates the use of the current-sense/current-drive topology for

damping. It will be shown that the required size of the damping capacitor is greatly

lZ ZCIz zc

AA~s)Iz

ZZ

r Z ,, Z Z Z [1+)V AVs

A+ sA(s)
zZe

Zeq z A(s) eq

+ -A(s)V,

e CA(s) Z 1+ A(s)

Figure 1.5 Various impedance reduction topologies (clockwise from top left): Current sense-Current
Drive. Current sense-Voltage drive. Voltage sense-Current drive. Voltage sense-Voltage drive.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

reduced by the active circuitry.

1.4 Feedback Active Filtering

Capacitors contribute significantly to the cost of EMI ripple filter. High

frequency demands further exacerbate this cost. In other words, the cost to capacitance

ratio increases for high frequency capacitors. For instance, ceramic capacitors are

extremely expensive due to their excellent high frequency performance. Filter designs

still rely on relatively large ceramic capacitors in order to meet strict EMI specifications

at high frequencies, which add to filter cost. This makes ceramic capacitors a prime

target for active techniques.

Active topologies are used in conjunction with low frequency capacitors to

mimic the performance of high frequency ceramic capacitors at a fraction of the cost.

Since the hybrid filter must replace an expensive ceramic, cost considerations severely

constrain the design of the hybrid filter. The active ripple filter uses feedback control.

Similar to active damping, the various topologies is shown in Figure 1.5. These active

techniques are applied to a full production, commercial PWM motor drive. The thesis

will explore the primary technical challenges and proposed topologies.

1.5 Thesis Objective and Organization

The thesis is organized as follows: The following two chapters of the thesis

explore the design of the active ripple filter illustrated in Fig 1.3. Chapter 2 addresses the

design of transformer-based voltage injectors and sensors. Chapter 3 explores the design

of feedforward and feedback control circuitry for this approach. Active damping

techniques are addressed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 of the thesis describes the application

of the proposed scheme to the output filter of a buck converter, and experimentally

15



Chapter 1: Introduction

compares the performance of the approach to that achievable with a conventional passive

filter. Chapter 6 explores the implementation of active ripple filter to PWM motor drives.

Finally, Chapter 7 offers a conclusion to the work.
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CHAPTER 2

VOLTAGE INJECTOR DESIGN

2.1 Introduction

This chapter considers the design of voltage injectors for active ripple filters. The

injector circuit (represented as a controlled voltage source in Fig. 1.1) must meet a

number of challenging requirements. First, the injector must carry the full de output

current with minimal losses. Second, the injector must provide both isolation and

sufficient input impedance for the active electronics. Finally, it must be able to replicate

the injector signal with high fidelity. For the given constraints, a transformer proves to

be an ideal choice for a voltage injection mechanism. Advantages of a transformer-based

injector include minimal dc losses and inherent galvanic isolation (for coupling to control

circuitry.) Furthermore, for an ideal transformer the voltage appearing on the primary

Voltage Transformer

Lp_ L

Buck*
N2 C

outDC 6_ V

Converter

High Pass Filter

Figure 2.1 Hybrid Active/Passive Filter implementation using a single-magnetic component voltage
injector. Voltage is sensed with an op amp via a high pass filter. Voltage is injected using a voltage
transformer; the significant transformer parasitics are shown. L,, is the magnetizing inductance, and L 1 and
L 12 represent the leakage inductances.
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Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

side is a perfectly scaled version of the voltage on the secondary side. This thesis

considers two different voltage injector implementations that address these challenges.

2.2 Single Magnetic Component Voltage Injector

Figure 2.1 illustrates one possible transformer-based injector, including the

relevant transformer parasitics. A primary challenge is handling the large de current in

the system. In this case, the dc current of the converter passes through the magnetizing

inductance of the transformer. This requires that the core be properly sized and gapped

to prevent saturation under this heavy bias condition. The transformer magnetizing

inductance L, and turns ratio must also be selected such that the transformer presents

sufficient impedance so that the signal-level amplifier is not loaded. The amplifier

circuitry is required to generate an ac voltage of magnitude:

N2
Vircuit = N (2.1)

and a current of magnitude:

'circuit - N 1 Vrippie (2.2)
N2 CorippleL

where L, is the magnetizing inductance measured on the transformer's primary side,

IVrippiel is the magnitude of the ripple to be cancelled, and 0Oripple is the fundamental

frequency of the ripple.

The first step in designing a transformer voltage injector is calculating the

required magnitizing inductance (and hence transfomer core size), which is determined

by the output current and dissipation limits of the amplifer circuitry. The transformer

turns ratio is used to match the voltage and current drive levels of the amplifier to those

18



Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

required for voltage ripple cancellation. To maximize amplifier use and minimize injector

size, the turns ratio should be selected to fully utilize the available amplifier voltage and

current swing. For example, the amplifier in the prototype system has an output voltage

limit of +/- 6 V, and a current limit of +/- 100 mA. To suppress a 2.4 volt peak-to-peak

ripple voltage, a turns ratio of 1:5 is selected. Given a 125 KHz fundamental ripple

frequency, a magnetizing inductance of 5 pfH is selected so that the current drive

capability of the amplifier is not exceeded. The magnetizing inductance determines

many of the characteristics of the transformer.

The transformer must be properly designed for the calculated magnetizing

inductance, which depends on four parameters (as in an inductor): the number of turns

(N), flux density (B), core area (A), and current (I).

LP NBAC (2.3)
I

The number of turns, N, is determined by core characteristics. The saturation flux, B, and

core area, AC, is a factor of the type of core chosen and the material. The current, I, is

given by the particular application (the maximum current should be used) and therefore is

set. Although not represented in equation 2.3, window size is a very important

parameter. All of the windings must be able to fit in the core. Each of these parameters

are inter-related, thus a list of possible cores choices can be generated and evaluated for

use.

The core material is selected in the second design step. It is determined by

numerous factors; including cost, core loss characteristics, magnetic saturation limit, and

permeability. Neglecting cost, high frequency core losses are the primary factor.

19



Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

Excessive core loss will generate heat and more importantly cause the transformer to

greatly deviate from its ideal behavior. In the prototype, a 3F3-ferite core was selected

for excellent performance at high frequencies. The core material in turn determines

what flux will saturate the material (Bsat). As the flux in the core approaches Bsat, the

permeability decreases, the inductance decreases, and the core losses increase.

Therefore, the transformer should be designed to operate less than the saturation flux

density. The prototype has been designed with a Bmax of 0.3 T.

From equation 2.3, having determined Bmax and I a list of cores can be generated

by varying N and A. The number of turns, N, and core area, Ac, is not completely

independent. The core size if determined by numerous factors, one of which is window

size. The window size must be able to accommodate both the primary and secondary

turns. The size of the wire is determined by the amount of current that the wires carry.

As a rule of thumb, the maximum current density should not exceed 500 A/cm2.

Otherwise, there will be excessive losses and heating due to the resistance of the wire.

The prototype system has a maximum of 14 A through the primary and 100 mA through

the secondary. Therefore, 14 awg wire is used for the primary and 22 awg wire for the

secondary (wire data is readily available [14]). The minimum window area needed is the

number of turns of the primary wire times the cross-sectional area of the primary wire

plus the number of turns of the secondary wire times the area of the secondary wire, all

multiplied by a factor to account for the limited packing factor of wire in the window. As

a rule of thumb, the total wire cross-sectional area should be multiplied by a factor of 1.5

to 2 to get the required window area; again, packing factor estimates are available [14].

By searching through a list of available core areas, a list of corresponding number of

20



Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

turns, N, is determined. A set of viable cores is narrowed from this larger list by

checking if all the windings are able to fit in the core window. To fully determine the

characteristics of a core the gap size needs to be extracted.

The maximum flux sets the gap size. The amount of flux through a core is

dependent on the number of turns, current, core area, permeability, and mean core length.

The core area, permeability, and mean core length can be incorporated into one parameter

denoted as AL, representing the number of nH per turn squared. Thus the flux is

determined by N, I, and AL. The flux B in terms of AL is given below:

B = NIAL (2.4)
Ac

The Bmax and I are predetermined and a set of Ac with corresponding N was found

previously, thus AL can be determined. This provides a set of possible cores with a given

N, core area, and gap size. AL and Ac are inter-related.

When selecting a particular core the tradeoff between gap size and core size must

be considered. Equation 2.4 shows a couple of interesting relationships. For a given

number of ampere-turns, the core area can be reduced if the Bmax is increased.

Alternatively, the core area can also be decreased if AL is decreased. This has the

downside of increasing the leakage inductance which has detrimental affects on the

RR core

i+R Ni (Rair core Rgap

Figure 2.2 A magnetic circuit representation of leakage inductance in a transformer. Flux is represented by
current and reluctance is represented by resistance. As the gap increases, the resistance increases and more
flux will travel through the air, causing more leakage.
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Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

system performance (discussed later). The increase in leakage inductance with reduced

AL (and larger air gap) is illustrated by the magnetic circuit in Fig. 2.2. AL is decreased by

decreasing the core permeability or increasing the air gap. As the gap increases, its

resistance to flux increases, therefore causing a larger percentage of flux to bypass the

core. Percentage leakage inductance is directly related to the fraction of flux that

bypasses the core. Given the relationships of the main parameters, tradeoffs between

different selections can be made.

Leakage inductances in the transformer affect the controls of the filter and

therefore play an important part in the design. The use of feedforward ripple cancellation

requires that the ripple be both sensed and injected with great accuracy. Therefore, the

injector must have negligible magnitude attenuation and phase shift for the frequency

range of interest: any phase or magnitude error will greatly degrade the performance of

the feedforward control. The signal fidelity of an ideal transformer is perfect. However,

transformer parasitics [11,12] (illustrated in Fig. 2.3) can limit the injector performance.

Experimental results have verified that the primary-to-secondary shunt capacitance,

Cshunt, can be neglected for converters operating at up to several hundred kilohertz,

because it does not affect the behavior of the injector for the frequency range of interest.

L1: 
L1

V .LVprimary psecondary

Figure 2.3 A transformer model including parasitics. The parasitics can cause magnitude and phase errors.
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Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

However, the secondary side (amplifier-side) leakage inductance, L12, forms a voltage

divider with the magnetizing inductance reflected to the secondary side, resulting in a

magnitude error. A transformer design that minimizes percentage leakage inductance is

advantageous.

Leakage inductance also affects the stability of the feedback control. Stability is

the major factor limiting achievable attenuation. The injector transformer is in the

feedback loop, so any phase lag added by the transformer can greatly decrease stability.

An ideal transformer adds zero phase lag, but the parasitic inductance on the primary side

(injection), L11, plays a surprisingly important role in the stability of the system. As will

be described in chapter 4, L11 and the output capacitor, Cour, form a 2nd order low-pass

filter, and the phase shift associated with this parasitic filter can affect the stability of the

feedback control. As a result, the transformer design should also minimize L11 to ease the

constraints on the control design.

23

Topology Primary Over Secondary Interleaved Litz Wire
Secondary Over Primary Secondary

Over Primary

Description 0
P
0  

P
0  

oP
0 0

0 0 0

P 
0  p 

0  
M

0 0 0

Manufacturing Low Low Medium High
Difficulty

[Lp (pH) 4.92 4.86 4.82 4.68

Lii (pH 0.13 0.12 0.04 0.07

L 2 (H 0.34 0.75 2.45 0.78

Table 2.1 Characteristics of different transformer winding topologies. The description row illustrates the
winding geometry, showing half of the bobbin. The large circles represent the primary winding and the
smaller circle represents the secondary.



Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

It is advantageous for both feedforward and feedback control to minimize the

leakage inductances, which depends on two factors: winding geometry (as mentioned

above) and core gap length. Reducing gap size will reduce the leakage inductance, but

it substantially increases transformer size. For a given current, magnetizing inductance,

and maximum allowable flux density, there is a direct relationship between AL

(inductance factor, nH/turns 2) and core area, A core:

A core - 'p,maxXLAL (2.7)
Bmax

AL is inversely proportional to the gap length, which typically correlates with leakage

inductance. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the leakage inductance and the core size.

Leakage inductance can be further reduced by finding a beneficial winding geometry.

Various winding geometries are investigated in this thesis, bearing in mind the

constraint of manufacturing ease. Leakage inductance stems from imperfect coupling,

where the flux generated by one set of windings does not link the other set of windings.

Winding topologies that have the windings close together are advantageous. Topologies

where the windings are interleaved and placed on the same magnetic component are

Impedance at the primary Impedance at the secondary Impedance at the primary
side with the secondary side side with the primary side side with the secondary side
shorted open open

L12 L11

primary L secondary V L
V. L 1/N N 2 L Vprimary

Z3=L12+L2 /N2 Z2=LI2+N2L, Z1 =Lil+L,
Figure 2.4 A method for measuring leakage inductance. Three measurements are made (as illustrated n the
three columns). The magnetizing inductances and both leakage inductances can be estimated from these
measurements.
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Chapter 2: Voltage Injector Design

investigated further. Table 2.1 illustrates the experimental evaluation of a number of

possible winding arrangements. The winding geometries and corresponding leakage

inductances are show. The leakage inductances can be calculated from various

measurements on the primary and secondary side, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. After

comparing several geometries, while keeping implementation ease in mind, an

interleaved primary over secondary winding method was selected for the prototype, as

this resulted in a low value of L12 .

Given these relationships various tradeoffs must be made in the core selection.

For instance, the prototype injector could be implemented using a RM14 core with a

relatively small gap and low leakage. Given the required primary side inductance and

current following equations illustrate some of the previous tradeoffs:

L = ALN 2  (2.5)

L = core max (2.6)

2
Imax A L

A RM12/I core was selected with an area of 146 mm2 . A standard gapped core with an

AL value of 315 nH was chosen, resulting in four primary turns and twenty secondary

turns. This results in a primary side leakage (L11) of 0.156 ptH (3.4%). The secondary

side leakage (L12) is 2.3 pfH (2.5%). The corresponding attenuation of 0.98 is calculated

from equation 2.4.

Attenuation = LU ' (2.8)
L +N 2 LU V(

To the extent that this attenuation is known and repeatable, it can be compensated for in

the control design.
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2.3 Two Magnetic Component Voltage Injector

An alternative method for implementing the injector is to use a bypass inductor in

parallel with a high-frequency transformer, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. In this approach, the

bypass inductor, which is implemented with a gapped core and wound with large-gauge

wire, serves as the dc bypass element. This function is accomplished by the magnetizing

inductance LP in the previous case. The high-frequency transformer is implemented with

a much smaller ungapped core using small-gauge wire. This element serves as the means

for voltage injection. The relative winding resistances determine the dc current sharing

between the inductor and the transformer, while the ac characteristics are determined by

the relative inductances. This topology essentially de-couples the inverse relationship

between leakage inductance and core size.

The design of the inductor and transformer is similar to the previous design of the

transformer. In the bypass inductor implementation, the smallest core area should be

selected because the inductor leakage inductance does not affect the filter performance.

The transformer implementation is also the same except it must be implemented with an

ungapped core to keep overall performance comparable to the single-core

L Transformer L
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implementation. Furthermore, the magnetizing inductance must be at least ten times that

of the bypass inductor, which remains at 5pfH. This is due to the AC performance; at the

frequencies of interest the parallel AC impedance of the bypass inductor and the

magnetizing inductance must equal 5tH. Once again the winding topology is important

in minimizing parasitic inductances' (see table 2.2), which affect performance. The

attenuation of the voltage injected with this approach may be calculated as:

N 2 L L V
Attenuation = U ( DC ) _ out

N 2 L + L 12 Ll + LDC V(.

By minimizing the leakage inductances, L,1 and L,2, the attenuation is minimized. It

should be noted that in the previous case, only L,2 caused a magnitude error in the

injected signal. In the two-core approach, Li1 also causes a magnitude error because it

forms a voltage divider with the bypass inductor. This approach can thus lead to a larger

magnitude error.

A prototype ac transformer (with a 50pfH L,,) was wound on a non-gapped RM5

core, while the bypass inductor (5pfH) was wound on a gapped RM10 core. The

combined volume of the inductor and transformer is 4884 mm3. The single-core design

has a volume of 8340 mm 3. The two-component approach thus yields almost a 50%

reduction in total volume. The ac transformer magnetizing inductance L, is 50 pH, L11

leakage is 0.148 [tH (or 0.4%) and the L12 leakage inductance is 1.32tH (or 0.15%). This

is much lower than in the previous design. However, the attenuation is increased to 0.92,

1 The previous method of measuring parasitic inductances is not accurate in this case. Due to the increase in
the number of turns, the shunt capacitance is larger. When the secondary side is shorted, a capacitive
component appears on the primary side impedance. The previous method assumes no capacitance. To
measure leakage, the attenuation from primary to secondary must be measured by driving the transformer
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Topology Primary Over Secondary Over Interleaved
Secondary Primary Secondary Over

Primary
Description P S S s s P S

P SS P SS P s
P S S P S S S P S
P SS P SS P S S
P SS P S S S P S
P S S P SS p S S
P S S P SS P 5
P S S pS S
P SS P ZnS S p S
pS5 p pSS

Manufacturing Low Low Low
Difficulty
L 38.83 41.36 48.23
L, (pH) .15 2.75 -2.8*
L12 (pfH) 1.32 2.77 -1.06*
* Not a negative inductance. Due to measurement errors. Larger shunt capacitance affects measurement
models.
Table 2.2 Characteristics of different winding topologies. The figures illustrate the winding geometry.
(Half the bobbin is shown.) The primary and secondary wire sizes are the same. The primary is denoted
with a P and secondary with a S.

as compared to 0.98 yielded by the single-core design. The example confirms a volume

versus gain tradeoff with the two magnetic component implementation in comparison to

the single magnetic component implementation.

2.4 Conclusion

Transformer based implementations are well suited to the design challenges of a

voltage injector. A primary constraint is handling the large DC current in the system

without significant dissipation. Two implementations were introduced that overcame this

constraint. The first passes the DC current through the magnetizing inductance of the

injection transformer. The second uses a discrete bypass inductor. The voltage injector

must also isolate the active circuitry from the power system; transformers naturally achieve

galvanic isolation. For control considerations, the voltage injector should have high

28
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fidelity. Different winding topologies are investigated to minimize parasitics that affect

system operation. A simplified design procedure was introduced to design the proposed

transformer:

Step1: Determine the desired voltage ripple to be canceled. Determine the maximum

current and voltage of the active circuitry.

Step 2: Determine the turns ratios and inductance from equations 2.1 and 2.2.

Step 3: Select the core material base on individual constraints, including high frequency

performance of the material. Material selection determines the maximum core flux.

Step 4: Use equations 2.5 and 2.6 (with the constraints of current, inductance, and

maximum flux) to generate a list of possible core sizes, turns, and gap sizes. With the

relationship of gap size (and hence core size) and transformer leakage inductance in mind,

select an appropriate core.

Step 5: Choose a winding topology that will minimize parasitic leakage inductances. A

few geometries with representative results are given.
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CHAPTER 3

ACTIVE CIRCUITRY DESIGN

3.1 Introduction

The design of the active circuit is greatly dependent upon the frequency band over

which the active filter must operate. For a dc/dc converter, the frequencies of interest

include the fundamental switching frequency and beyond. Achieving significant

attenuation at very high frequencies (e.g., beyond 10 MHz) is difficult and is better

handled with purely passive attenuation. The example power converter considered in

this thesis has a fundamental switching frequency of 125 KHz. Therefore, its pass band

should include 100 KHz and beyond.

For a multi-stage amplifier implementation, minimizing the number of stages is

beneficial in terms of cost and reliability, and facilitates the design of the feedforward

and feedback controller. Feedforward control depends on the ability to amplify signals

with high fidelity. Each amplifier stage introduces noise and parasitic capacitance, which

distorts to the feedforward signal. The feedback controller needs to have a stable loop

Feedforward

Input Power Gain

Feedback
Input

Feedback Feedforward
Gain Gain

Figure 3.1 A block diagram representation of the multistage amplifier. A three-stage amplifier structure is
employed, comprising a feedback stage, a feedforward stage, and an output (power gain) stage.
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response. Adding additional stages adds gain, but at the penalty of adding poles due to

both amplifier dynamics and parasitic capacitances between stages. These parasitic poles

can contribute to phase shifts near the unity gain crossover frequency, hurting phase

margin (stability). Thus, the design objective is to achieve the necessary gain and

bandwidth using as few amplifier stages as is practical. The design considered here is

implemented with a three-stage amplifier structure: a power gain stage, a feedforward

stage, and a feedback stage (see Fig 3.1). A high-speed buffer, LM6121, is used to

implement the power gain stage. It is able to provide +/- 100 mA of current with +/- 6

volt output swing at a bandwidth of 50 MHz. This particular component was chosen

because of its large bandwidth. Smaller bandwidths would lead to distortion caused by

the dominant pole.

3.2 Feedforward Control Implementation

To obtain a three-stage design, the feedback-summing junction and the feedforward

gain stage, illustrated in Fig. 3.1, are combined. The feedforward controller must be

implemented with exact gain, minimal phase shift, and low distortion over the frequency

range of interest. The desired gain of the feedforward path is equal to the injector turns

ratio divided by the attenuation caused by the transformer parasitics:

Gainsinge N2 LU + L11  (3.1)
NLU

Gainwo = N2L ±L 2 ( +LDc) (3.2)
NLU LDC

This way, the feedforward gain can be used to compensate the magnitude error due to

transformer attenuation. In the prototype system, the single-core injector transformer
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Feedforward

190 Q LM6121 Feedback
-------------------------------------------- 1

Ip 1k LTk2

I k --- LM6361

k00k
190 Q 1F60QY

I

I k Ip

800Q 180pF

Figure 3.2 A three-stage amplifier implementation of control. (From top to bottom and left to right.) The first stage
provides the power gain to drive the injector transformer. The second stage serves as the feedforward gain and the
summing point for the feedback control. The last stage is the feedback gain with minor-loop compensation.

requires a feedforward gain of 5, while the two-component injector requires a gain of 5.2,

since its attenuation is larger. It is important to note that manufacturing variations can

make this gain compensation challenging, particularly for the two-component

implementation. The prototype amplifier design, illustrated in Fig. 3.2, uses readily

available discrete components.

3.2.1 Design of Summing Amplifier Using

a Current Feedback Op-Amp

A current-feedback op amp is used for the feedforward gain because it achieves

the necessary gain, bandwidth, and slew-rate requirements for this application. The

feedforward op amp also acts as a summer, which allows this stage to incorporate the

feedback control signal. Current feedback op amps offer several advantages over the

traditional voltage feedback op amps, but the design is more constrained. First, current

feedback op-amps do not have a gain-bandwidth product limit. In other words, the -3 dB
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point does not vary much as the closed loop gain is varied, unlike voltage feedback op-

amps in which bandwidth decrease with an increase in closed-loop gain. Second, current

feedback op-amps typically have a larger slew rate. These advantages come with the

penalty of an increase in design difficulty. Therefore, the use of these op-amps in the

prototype is limited to basic gain configurations using a purely resistive feedback loop.

Capacitive feedback networks are possible, but the compensation is difficult. A further

constraint requires the feedback resistor to be set by the capacitance in the load of the

current feedback op-amp. Although there is no gain-bandwidth limit, the bandwidth is

slightly degraded with increasing gain. Thus, in the stage which combines the

feedforward and feedback signals it is advantageous to make the gain for feedforward

and feedback signals the same (equal to the desired feedforward gain); a separate gain

stage will be added for the feedback control.

Several basic op-amp summing topologies are available for the stage which

combines the feedback and feedforward control signals. Possible configurations include

a: non-inverting summing amplifier (eqn 3.3), inverting summing amplifier (eqn 3.4) or a

difference amplifier (eqn 3.5) (see Fig 3.3).

R+ Reedback Rfeedforward
R Rfeedback + R feedback R + R Vfeedfrward (3.3)

R R
out R f"edback + R f ,kedforward (3.4)

feedback feedbadforward

2 ) Rfeedward feedback)

Each of these topologies has its limitations. In the non-inverting configuration, the loop

gain, which affects the bandwidth, is set by the Rf term. From eqn 3.3, the loop gain of
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the op-amp is attenuated by the feedforward and feedback resistors; therefore the loop

gain needs to be larger for a given gain. Increasing the loop gain will decrease the

bandwidth. For the inverting configuration, the feedback and feedforward resistor is set

by Rf for a given gain. Thus the input impedance for both the feedforward and feedback

path is constrained to a relatively low value. For the prototype system, a difference

amplifier is implemented. The difference amplifier allows the feedforward and feedback

gain to be equal with out attenuating the loop gain. Although the feedback input

impedance is set by Rf, this configuration allows the feedforward input impedance to be

set independently. This topology is advantageous because it provides this extra degree of

freedom.

3.2.2 Design Procedure

The design procedure for the difference amplifier is as follows: The first step is to

determine the load capacitance of the difference amplifier, which corresponds to the input

capacitance of the power gain stage and parasitic capacitance. This capacitance

determines the value of feedback resistor. The estimated input capacitance of the

LM6121 power gain amplifier is about 3.5 pF. The number is rounded up to about 10 pF,

Non-Inverting Summing Amplifier Inverting Summing Amplifier Difference Amplifier
Rf Rfdbk

R\^ Vfeedba R2

Rfeedback v
vfeedback L---' d

o~ut (Vd k + V-- Rout

Rffeebac outI
Redak Vfeedfo ard ReRdfonvard

Vfeedforward

feedback

Figure 3.3 Various summing topologies (from left to right): non-inverting summing amplifier, inverting
summing amplifier, and difference amplifier. In the non-inverting configuration the bandwidth is reduced.
The inverting summing amplifier has low input impedance. The difference amplifier has low feedback input
impedance.
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to account for board and layout capacitance. From the data sheet, this results in a 1K

feedback resistor.

Next, the feedback resistances can be determined, which affect the input

impedances of the difference gain block. The input impedance for the feedforward input

is R1 +Rfeedfonvard. The input impedance of the feedback stage is R2. The input impedance

of the feedforward signal determines the size of the capacitance needed to sense the

signal; more will be mentioned about this later. The prototype uses the minimum

feedback resistance of 1K. Therefore R, and R2 are 190 ohms; and Rfeedback is 1K.

Finally, care must be taken to ensure that the power supplies are stiff. In other

words, the amplifier power supply voltages must be constant with varying signal

amplitudes and frequencies. This can be easily accomplished by placing decoupling

capacitors across the power supply very close to the amplifier. In the prototype a large-

valued tantalum capacitor is used in parallel with a small ceramic capacitor.

3.3 Feedforward Control Analysis

There are two main limitations that dominate the feedforward system: non-exact

gain compensation and nonzero amplifier output resistance. Due to parameter variations

of the inductor and transformer, the feedforward gain cannot completely compensate for

the magnitude error. Assuming zero phase error, the percentage error in magnitude

corresponds directly to the percentage of residual ripple. For example, a 10% magnitude

error results in a 10% residual ripple. The phase error is also proportional to the residual

ripple. The nonzero output impedance of the power gain stage, Ro,, causes a phase error,

because it forms a high pass filter with the magnetizing inductance on the secondary side

of the transformer (see fig 3.4):
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Feedforward Gain
R R Rout fb out ff out_power

-AViA-V+) A V
V

n~inffb R y RV Rinpower "

Feedback Gain Power Gain

Figure 3.4 The three stage amplifier with input and output impedances. There is a significant voltage
divider between the feedback gain and the feedforward gain stages. A high pass filter is formed at the output.

Vran~sormer sN2 LU (3.6)
Vircuit Rou, + sN2 Lu

For perfect gain, the percent residual ripple depends on the phase error # in the following

manner:

%Vesidual =100 * (1 - cos )2 + sin 2 yO (3.7)

The pole associated with the output resistance and magnetizing inductance is at 6.4 KHz

in the prototype. Although it is well below the fundamental frequency, there is a slight

phase shift of three degrees at the switching frequency. This results in a maximum 95%

ripple cancellation by the feedforward system, as per eqn 3.7. The corresponding

+ Vinject -

+N C

L 20

AV

Figure 3.5 The left diagram shows the circuit representation of the feedback loop. The diagram on the right
depicts a block representation of the proposed feedback loop. The performance of the feedback controller is
directly proportional to the gain, A (s).
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magnitude error is negligible given knowledge of the transformer parasitics. Therefore it

is these errors in magnitude and phase that prevent perfect ripple nulling.

3.4 Feedback Controller

Figure 3.5 shows the proposed feedback system. The design of the feedback

controller is not only dependent on the switching frequency, but also on the stability of

the control loop. The effectiveness of feedback control is directly dependent upon gain.

Thus maximizing gain, without instability, is most desirable. As mentioned in section

2.2, the injector transformer leakage inductance LI, and the output capacitor Cu, form a

low-pass filter, illustrated in Fig. 3.6. This two-pole filter causes an additional -180

degree phase shift from Vijec, to Vsense. Neglecting damping and assuming that the buck

capacitor is nearly ac ground, the following equation gives the transfer function from the

injected voltage to sensed voltage:

Hinjectr(VS) = Vsense (s) - 1
Vinject (s) 1 + (LCOU )s2  (

The higher the unity-gain crossover frequency of the loop gain, the larger the attenuation

V.
sense Rload

C ,

Figure 3.6 A circuit represention of the voltage injector loaded with the output capacitor. The voltage source
represents the injected signal on the voltage transformer internal to the leakage inductance. To simplify the
analysis the buck capacitor and the damping due to RIoad has been neglected. The feedback signal is sensed
across the output capacitance.
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will be across the frequency range of interest. However, if the -180 degree phase shift

occurs at or before the unity-gain crossover, then the system will be unstable. The

parasitic low-pass filter in the prototype occurs at around 1.5 MHz, therefore restricting

the gain across the frequencies of interest, in this case from 125 KHz to 1 MHz.

The narrow frequency range is insufficient for this application. To overcome this

limitation, a small inductive element, Lcomp, is added between the sense point and the

load, see Fig. 3.7. In the prototype system this was implemented as a small magnetic

bead. This results in the addition of two zeros after the two poles:

Vsen, (s) -(LCOmPCout )s2 -1
Hcomp, in(s== (3.9)S Vinject (s) s 2 (Lcomp + L11 )Co, + 1

If Lcomp is much smaller than Ll, then the zeros occur just after the poles. Therefore the

phase of the system approaches -180 degrees (never reaching it due to damping) and then

returns to zero degrees. Figure 3.8 shows the frequency response of Hompinj(s) for the

prototype system.

The attenuation of the ripple will be greatly degraded at the frequency where the

V.
inject V R

sense 'sload

Cou

Figure 3.7 A circuit represention of the voltage injector loaded with the output capacitor and series
compensating inductor. The voltage source represents the injected voltage. To simplify the analysis, the
buck capacitor and the damping due to RIoad has been neglected. The feedback signal is sensed between the
two inductors.
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minimum of the magnitude response occurs. Furthermore, the ripple at this frequency is

greater with feedback filtering than without. This is because not only is the magnitude at

a minimum but the phase is nearly -180 degrees, which makes the gain, A(s), a negative

number less than one, thus causing the attenuation to become less than one. These poorly

damped pole and zero pairs make the design of the feedback control loop difficult.

One solution is to add additional series or shunt damping. In either case, resistive

damping needs to be added on the load side of Vsense of Fig. 3.7, thereby allowing a

damping term for both the zero and the pole. A shunt damping leg is chosen for this

particular application because it can be easily and inexpensively implemented with a

Bode Plot of Compensated Injector
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Figure 3.8 The transfer function from injected to sensed voltage. The two poles are due to the low-pass
filter formed by Lij+Lcom, and C, adds a -180* phase shift. Lomp adds the two zeros and Co,, brings the
phase back to 0*. The magnitude shows peaking near the poles and zeros of the system, which is due to
limited damping.
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capacitor and resistor. Simulations demonstrate that a 1 pF capacitor in series with a 0.5

Q resistor provides ideal damping. The implementation of the damping leg uses a 0.22 Q

resistor instead of a 0.5 Q to account for the ESR of the 1 pF capacitor. A series

damping topology would require an inductor in parallel with a resistor. The inductor

would be required to withstand the large bias current, thus making it large. This problem

is similar to the one faced in the design of the transformer. As will be discussed in the

following chapter, both damping schemes can also be implemented with a simple active

circuit.

3.4.1 Feedback Gain Amplifier

The feedback amplifier block needs to be designed with large gain and

bandwidth, to maximize the effectiveness of the feedback controller. Furthermore, an op-

amp with a basic, second-order frequency response with a dominant pole will facilitate

the stability and compensation design. It is for this reason that a current feedback op amp

was not chosen to implement the feedback block. The current feedback op-amp has a

large, negative phase shift with small amplitude attenuation when it reaches its

bandwidth. This particular response is indicative of either a time delay or a large number

of poles at frequencies slightly beyond the -3dB bandwidth. A high-frequency voltage-

feedback op amp, LM63 61, is used for the feedback amplifier because it has a predictable

attenuation and phase shift.
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The overall topology of cascading the feedforward stage and the feedback stage

leads to a tradeoff between feedback gain and feedforward signal noise. This relationship

stems from the input impedance of the difference amplifier. The feedback gain block has

non-zero output impedance, which forms a voltage divider with the input impedance of

the difference amplifier as illustrated in Fig 3.4. The difference amplifier has relatively

small input impedance, 190 ohms, therefore the attenuation is significant. Thus the

maximum gain of the added feedback gain stage is limited, and consequently the gain of

the feedback loop is limited. Based on PSPICE simulations, the maximum open loop

gain in the proposed configuration is around 100. In order to increase the input

impedance the feedback resistor must be increased on the difference gain block. For

current feedback op-amps, this increases the noise in the signal. The added noise only

(A) buck feedbackIV (active)
1. OH _ - __

1. 0_ Al- 42.763M, 5.0665
A2 - 41.8101. -249.488
dif- 945.368K, 254.555

100rmV__

V (buf f out)
Od-

500

1. 0jHz 10mHz 100mHz 1L0Hz 10Hz 100Hz 1.CKHz 10KHz 100KHz 1.ONHz 1OMHz100HHz
L2 P?(V(huff ut)

Figure 3.9 Simulation of the open ioop frequency response of the multi-stage amplifier. The unity gain cross
over of 42 MHz and phase of -250 degrees is shown.
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affects the feedforward controller because it relies on high signal fidelity. On the other

hand, the noise in the feedback control is reduced by the loop gain. Even with this

relationship, the cascade provides some advantages in minimizing the number of stages.

The prototype attempts to minimize feedforward noise and therefore has a maximum

overall feedback gain of 100.

3.4.2 Compensation Design Procedure

A compensator must be added to ensure feedback loop stability, which can be

implemented as minor loop compensation. Phase margin serves as a measure for the

degree of stability. Phase margin is defined as 180 degrees minus the phase at unity gain

cross over. As a rule of thumb, the phase margin should be at least 45 degrees.

Gain Compensation

Grn=12.C44 803 (at 3.Itt3e,007 radisec7, PIm:58.565 dkg. (at -.:I11 -(W0 0081007

0- - - -------------

I

Leg Compensation

Giai-13.004 dB tat 3. IZ24a.007 rad'bc), Prn=55S27d 2i . 0347e+007 maOwro
i1

50

A 00 .

207R .

-OX
1  7-40

Frequency (rad/sec) Frequency (rad/sec)

Lead Compensation Minor Loop Compensation

Gm=7.5451 dB (at 5.8523e.007 d/sec) Pm=57.059dg d A 3.1058+007 rad/seo) Gar-10.522 dB (at 4,5533e+007 rad/sec). Pmr79,17 deg. (at 4989e+007 radtec)

-2V -2-

Frequency (rad/sec) Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 3.10 (Clockwise from top left) Various compensation techniques. Gain Compensation. L

Compensation. Lead Compensation. Minor Loop Compensation.
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The first step in selecting a unity gain frequency is to determine the frequency

response of the open loop system. Assume for now that the transformer and output

capacitor add no phase shift, so the phase is primarily due to the multi-stage amplifier.

Any phase error due to the passive components can be accommodated by a larger phase

margin. The frequency response can be measured experimentally, simulated, or

approximated from the data sheets. From simulations (see Fig 3.9), the unity gain

frequency is around 40 MHz and has a phase of -250 degrees, which makes the closed-

loop system unstable. The loop can be stabilized if the open loop gain is shaped by a

compensator.

The next step is to select a compensation method that allows the system to meet

the determined crossover frequency and phase margin. The feedforward gain stage,

power gain stage, and the transformer have a combined gain of approximately one and

marginal phase shift below 10 MHz. Therefore, the entire system will be stable if the

feedback gain block is designed with a unity gain crossover of 10 MHz and a phase

margin of at least 85 degrees (this is the phase margin of the feedback stage alone). After

the unity gain frequency has been selected, the problem reduces to the compensation of a

single op-amp. Below is a list of possible compensation methods and their tradeoffs, see

Fig. 3.10:

Gain compensation - Reduce the gain across all frequencies without affecting phase

Advantages - Easy to implement

Disadvantages - Gain is reduced across the frequency range of interest.
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Lag compensation - A zero is followed by a pole. The gain at frequencies beyond the

pole is decreased allowing the frequency response to cross over sooner. The zero is

added to offset the negative phase shift added by the pole.

Advantages - Only lose high frequency gain

Disadvantages - Adds a small amount of negative phase

Lead compensation - A pole is followed by a zero. Adds a phase bump.

Advantages - Increases the phase at crossover

Disadvantages - Increases the crossover frequency, which may affect high frequency noise.

As a rule of thumb, the maximum phase bump is around 60 degrees. Therefore, it may be

Ri

R2 ,C

R

Gain vs Frequency of Op-amp

80

60

5 0 -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -

4 0 --- ---

S30
30 - - -

-10 --

-20-

1.0E+03 1.0E+04 1.0E+05 1.OE+06 1.0E+07 1.0E+08 1.OE+09

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.11 Op-amp implementation of minor loop feedback. The gain vs. frequency of the amplifier in
open loop configuration verses minor loop configuration is shown.
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necessary to decrease the gain in order to meet phase margin specifications.

Minor loop compensation - Compensation is added to the feedback network of the op-amp.

Advantages - A combination of lead and lag compensation can be implemented

Disadvantages - More difficult to implement.

The prototype uses minor loop compensation. For minor loop compensation the

frequency response can be approximated by plotting the lower value of the open loop

transfer function and the feedback impedance. The feedback impedance has a resistor in

parallel with a series connection of a resistor and a capacitor (see fig 3.11). The impedance

has a zero followed by a pole. The lower curve has a pole followed by a zero followed by a

pole as the frequency increases (see fig 3.11). This forms a lag-lead compensator.

Intuitively, at lower frequencies the gain is set by R1. As the frequency increases, the

capacitor impedance decreases, which causes the feedback impedance to decrease. Thus

the gain decreases. The minimum gain is reached when the capacitor shorts leaving R1 in

parallel with R2. As the frequency is further increased, the op-amp bandwidth is reached

and the gain is further reduced. The placement of the zero and pole are related. Placing a

zero right at the crossover frequency has the advantage of maintaining the crossover while

adding a slight phase bump. Knowing that the frequency response will crossover with a

slope of 20 dB per decade, the position of the pole can be determined. With a gain of 100

and a zero at 10 MHz the pole must be placed at 100 KHz (from eqn. 3.10)

Cozero Gain
(3.10)

aroi Slopecrossov.
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Equations 3.11 and 3.12 relate the pole and zero to the component values. The value of R1

was determined by the maximum gain.

1
= 2 zero (3.11)

1C

= 21Tcopole (3.12)
(R1 +±R2 )C

The component values used in the prototype are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

With compensation and damping, the gain can be increased: the unity gain

crossover frequency extends past 1.5 MHz. The small ferrite bead (Fair-rite bead number

2673021801) used as the compensation inductance in the prototype not only adds the

needed inductance but extra resistive damping. This allows the unity gain frequency to

occur at 10 MHz. Minor loop compensation is used to further increase stability. The gain

of the prototype system is 50 at 125 KHz and decreases 20 dB per decade. Since the gain

is not infinite, the feedback controller is not able to completely eliminate the ripple.

3.5 Summary

The design of the feedforward and feedback controls is dominated by their

individual characteristics. In the feedforward case, the output signal must be precise. The

feedback controller must have large gain within the bounds of system stability. The design

considerations for each controller is based its respective single characteristic. The design
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considerations for each of these stages have been considered in detail, and the design of a

prototype controller has been addressed.
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CHAPTER 4

ACTIVE DAMPING

4.1 Introduction

A lossless low-pass filter is easily implemented with an LC (inductor,capacitor)

filter, see Fig 4.1. These filters roll off at 40 dB/decade above the cutoff frequency (or

knee). The frequency response, shown in Fig 4.1, shows a large peak, which indicates that

the output of this filter will oscillate at that frequency. This resonance occurs when the

impedance of the inductor is equal to the negative of the impedance of the capacitor (occurs

at the corner frequency of the filter, . = 1 ). The peaking can be reduced by adding

resistance to the filter, which provides damping. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, either parallel or

series damping may be used. For parallel damping, the system becomes well damped for

damping resistances near to or less than the characteristic impedance in eqn 4.1, while for

series damping the system becomes well damped for resistances similar to or greater than

L 
Inductor Capacitor Filter

+ + Peaking

Vin ou out

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 4.1 The figure on the left shows a standard L-section inductor capacitor filter. The figure on the right
shows the frequency response of the filter. The peaking depicts the frequency in which the filter will oscillate.
The larger the magnitude of the peaking the longer it takes the oscillations to die out.
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L

mping
Vin Rdmig Cot Vout

Rdamping L

yin C -- Voutout

(A) (B)
Figure 4.2 LC filters with passive resistor damping. (A) a parallel implementation. (B) a series damping
implementation. The major drawback of these approaches is the dc power dissipation.

the characteristic impedance.

Zo =
Cl

(4.1)

One major drawback of this damping approach is the large dc power losses in the

damping resistors. The DC losses can be eliminated by adding reactive components[1]. For

example, in the parallel damping approach a capacitor is added in series with the parallel

damping resistor to block the DC voltage. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3A, the damping leg

capacitor must have substantially greater capacitance than the main filter capacitor, so that

L

+ +

Cbig

i cot voUt
Rdmin

Ldamping Rdamping

L
+±+

V in Cot out

Ldamping

L

+ RRdamping

vin C o Vut

(A) (B) (C)
Figure 4.3 Figure (A) is a parallel damping scheme with a blocking capacitor to reduce DC losses. The
Damping capacitor is an order of magnitude larger than the output capacitor. (B) Shows a series damping
scheme with a parallel inductor, L, to reduce the DC losses. The filtering provided by L is degraded by the
damping leg. (C) Depicts an alternative series damping topology. The damping inductor must be sized to
handle the large DC current.
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the damping leg appears resistive at the corner frequency of the LC filter. Similarly, an

inductance can be used to eliminate dc losses in a series path damping leg, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.3 B, 4.3C. In all cases, the reactive damping components need to be sized so that the

damping leg impedance is resistive at the corner frequency of the LC filter. Therefore, the

sizing of the reactive damping component is a major design constraint.

The passive components used for series and shunt damping schemes can be larger

than the filter elements themselves. Thus, active damping techniques are an attractive

approach for reducing passive component size. Active circuity can be applied to both the

series and parallel damping configuration. A series damping element can be implemented

with a transformer in conjunction with a gain stage [13], see Fig. 4.4. Since the damping

element must lie outside of the feedback loop, the injection transformer (in the active filter

system of chapter 2-3) cannot be reused for this purpose. Hence, the series damping

topology was not chosen for the filter considered here due to its complexity and its need to

place an additional transformer in the dc power path. The parallel damping configuration

A(s)V
A(s)V

Zeq =Ls || A(s)

± V -

+ V -

(A) (B) (C)
Figure 4.4 One possible series damping implementation. (A) shows a current source in parallel with a
voltage-controlled current source. (B) shows a transformer implementation of the voltage controlled current
source. The magnetizing inductance of the transformer serves as the by pass inductor. (C) is the equivalent
impedance of the damping configuration.
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does not have the difficulty of dealing with the dc current.

An active parallel damping topology uses a capacitance to limit the dc power

dissipation. Essentially, an active shunt damping scheme requires a topology where the

damping capacitor is enhanced. Just as with active ripple filters, this can be accomplished

in a variety of topologies: current-sense/current-drive, voltage-sense/current-drive, current-

sense/voltage-drive, and voltage-sense/voltage-drive. The above topologies rely on

feedback control to enhance the capacitor. Hence, careful consideration must be given to

closed loop stability. The implementation must take care to minimize the number of poles

and negative phase shifts near the unity gain crossover. Similar to the previous feedback

design, minimizing the number of active gain stages is desirable. Therefore, the active

damping circuit considered here uses a single gain stage.

4.2 Active Damping Design Considerations

The thesis introduces the current-sense/current-drive active damping circuit

illustrated in Fig. 4.5(b). A single transistor topology allows for implementation ease and

Ciarge Rbias sma Rhias

Csmall
Vut V b r ou

Rdamping

(A) (B) (C)
Figure 4.5 (A) A conventional passive shunt damping circuit. (B) The proposed active damping circuit. (C)
A small-signal model of the active damping circuit. The transistor allows Csmall to replace Clarge, since the
current that flows through Csmaii is magnified by the beta of the transistor. The input resistance r17 of the
transistor serves as the damping resistor.
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loop stability. In this topology, the current that flows into through the capacitor Csmai is

amplified by a current gain, fl. Fig. 4.5(c) shows the small-signal model of the transistor

input resistance r, is in series with the capacitor Csmai. The effective shunt impedance thus

becomes:

1

Zequivalent - sCsmall (4.2)

The overall impedance is reduced by 6+1. In other words the capacitance in increased by

,8+1, thus Ceq = (/+1)Csmaii and Req = r,/(1).

The single transistor implementation guarantees the stability of the closed loop.

Assuming that the inductor is an open circuit at the frequencies of interest, the open loop

frequency response contains one zero and two poles, see Fig 4.6. The phase shift of this

system will never reach 180 degrees. The frequency response can be approximated by

equation 4.3 based on the assumption that Rbias Ru >> Road and Cload >> Csmaii CFI.

CsmallT

ItestCU + load Rload \V out

C R V7

Figure 4.6 Open loop model of active damping circuit. The relevant parasitic transistor capacitacnces
are shown; along with the load capacitor and resistor. At low frequencies the gain of the circuit is small.
The gain increases in the midrange frequencies. As high frequencies the gain decreases again. At high
frequencies the system behaves like a single pole topology.
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I R " ' R loadl 1+ sRbias Csmal )gm
out Rbias (4.3)

'test s2 Rload RCload Csmai + sRload Cload +1

If the Csmall is made too large, complex conjugate poles will result, which caused peaking in

the frequency response of the system, the very thing that the active damping system

attempts to remove. Equation 4.4 constrains the maximum value of Csmaii to:

Rload Cload
Csmal < 4R, (4.4)

Meeting this constraint on Csmall will ensure that the feedback loop is unconditionally

stable.

The first step in active damping design is finding the bias current. I, is a major

design parameter, and determines the damping resistance of the proposed single transistor

implementation. The effective damping resistance is approximately 1/g, = V/Ic. This sets

the bias current requirement I, of the transistor, and the dissipation. Simulations can

readily show the needed damping resistance. It reveal that 0.6 ohms is the largest

resistance acceptable for a fair amount of damping. Thus the Gm must be 5/3, which

require about 45mA of bias current, Ic.

Determining the capacitance is the second step, which depends on the corner

frequency of the LC filter. In this system experimental results reveal that the corner

frequency is around 800 KHz. The damping capacitor, Csmaii, shorts the base and collector

together; therefore making the impedance of the damping leg equal to the damping
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resistance. The frequency at which this occurs can be approximated by open circuit

techniques. Essentially, this frequency is approximated by an RC time constant. The

resistance that Csmaii sees is equal to:

Rbias 11 R,, + GmRload (Rbias 11 R ) + Rload (4.5)

The prototype uses a lnF capacitor for Csmaii, which must not exceed the capacitance

specified by Eqn. 4.4.

The next step is to choose the needed transistor. Power dissipation limits the

maximum bias current, I,. Assuming that the bias current dominates the output signal

current, the power dissipation of the damping circuit is the bias current times the dc bus

voltage. The amount of power dissipation determines the type of transistor needed and the

heat sink. The dissipation limit of a transistor is readily available from the data sheet. For

instance, a TO-92 package has a maximum power dissipation of 0.82 watts at an ambient

temperature of 25'C. For the prototype, the power dissipation is about 0.65 watts. Since

damping is required for only lower frequencies (e.g. the corner frequency of the LC filter),

a low-end transistor will suffice. This particular implementation uses a 2N2219 transistor

with a beta of about 100. A 50 kQ resistor is employed to bias the transistor into the linear

region. The package is more than sufficient in handling the power dissipation

requirements.
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4.3 Design Procedure

Step 1: Find the damping resistance. Use simulations or calculations to determine

the maximum resistance allowable to damp the LC network. This resistance

corresponds to the i/Gm of the transistor amplifier.

Step 2: Find the damping capacitance needed. Again, use simulations or

calculations to determine the minimum capacitance required to enable

sufficient damping. The capacitance found corresponds to the P times Csmai.

Step 3: Check the power dissipation of the circuit. If it is too large then decrease the

bias current and increase Csmai.

Step 4 Check the frequency response of the damping circuit. Csmai must be less

than the value specified by equation 4.4. If it is too large, then decrease

Csmai, increase the bias current, and change the type of transistor packaging

(or add a heat sink).

4.4 Initial Test Results

T he initial test results show that the active damping leg performed comparably to

the passive damping leg around the corner frequency of the LC filter (see Fig 4.7). For

frequencies below the knee, less than 200 kHz, the active damping leg has a larger

impedance than the passive damping leg. This is also true of frequencies greater than the

corner frequency, above 3 MHz. The performance of the active damping leg for

frequencies above and below the comer frequency is inconsequential to its overall
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performance. The only thing that matters is its performance at the frequency of the knee of

the LC filter. Experimental results show similar performance over this region. Therefore

the active damping leg is comparable to a passive damping leg implemented with a 0.22 Q

resistor and a 1p F capacitor.

4.5 Summary

Active circuits can be used to reduce the size of capacitors in shunt damping legs.

In a passive design, damping capacitors are typically an order of magnitude larger in

capacitance than the main capacitor. There are various feedback topologies available for

active damping; the one investigated here senses current and injects current. A

straightforward single-transistor implementation is possible in this case that achieves

Active Vs. Passive Damping

Active Dan-ping
7 0 -------------- ---------------- --- - Passive Damping

60 -

50

40

30

10

10 100 1000 10000
Frequency (kHz)

Figure 4.7 Shows a comparison of impedances between the active and passive damping topologies. The
performance of the damping leg is only affected by its behavior at the frequency of interest. This corresponds
to the knee of the LC filter. For this system it is around 800kHz. For the frequency of interest, the active
damping leg is comparable to the passive damping leg. The passive damping leg has a lower impedance
above and below the frequency of interest.
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adequate performance and stability. In the topology, the bias current determines the

damping resistor. The maximum current is constrained by the power dissipation.

Furthermore, the reduced capacitor must be large enough to damp at the knee of the filter,

but if the capacitor becomes too large then the active damping feedback loop develops

peaking. The substantial reduction in capacitance that is achieved comes with the cost of a

slight increase in power dissipation.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the experimental evaluation of the proposed active filter

technique in the output filter of a dc/dc converter. The effectiveness of the active

circuitry is evaluated in detail. In addition, it is compared to entirely passive filters

having the same size and ripple performance.

5.2 Test Setup

The proposed hybrid passive/active filter technique has been applied to the design

of an output filter for a 230 watt buck converter operating at 14 V output from a 42 V

nominal input (Fig. 5.1). The fundamental switching frequency is 125 KHz. The buck

converter power stage utilizes a 1.4 pfH inductor and 20 pF primary output capacitor and

operates in discontinuous conduction mode under average current mode control. The

primary inductor and capacitor of the buck converter must remain as passive components,

since the magnitude of the current ripple in the primary filter stage is too large for the

Buck Converter LISN
...... -5piH Lbead

pH 2673021801 5pH

1pF p

C20pF 
K

0.220 0.2pF 5
I50Q

-- - -- - -- - ------ ----------

Figure 5.1 The test setup for the hybrid filter. The active filter is used in conjunction with a small passive

output filter. The output filter consists of a 0.2 iF capacitor in parallel with a damping leg comprising a

0.22 Q resistor and a 1 pF electrolytic capacitor.
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active techniques considered in this thesis. Instead, active filtering is applied to the

secondary filter stage, where the ripple is still above EMI specifications but within the

realm of the power limitations of the active component.

A structural view of the output filter and test setup is shown in Fig. 5.1. The

passive components of the hybrid filter comprise a 0.2 pF ceramic capacitor and a

damping leg made up of a 1 p.F electrolytic capacitor and a 0.5 Q resistor. As described

previously, this passive damping leg can be replaced with an active circuit and a

significantly smaller capacitor (not shown in Fig 5.1). Tests of the system were

conducted using conventional EMI test procedures [15]. A Line Impedance Stabilization

Network (LISN) was placed between the load and the output filter for measurement of

EMI performance. The LISN passes power frequency signals to the load, while acting as

a known impedance at ripple frequencies. The voltage across the 50 ohm LISN resistor is

used as the metric for output ripple performance. In other words, the input impedance of

the LISN is the load resistance at DC and approaches 50 Q at high frequencies. Tests

described here were performed using a 1 Q load.

Passive Only Vs. Hybrid

S0. 0 _

4' 0 12 14 1 1,8
-0.2

-0.4
-Passive Only

-0.6 Hybrid

Time (msec)

Figure 5.2 The experimental test results for a 125 KHz buck converter. Voltage ripple measured at the
LISN is shown both with and without active injection. The peak-to-peak ripple is greatly reduced by the
active circuit.
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Passive Filter vs. Hybrid Active/Passive Filter
--------------------- ---------- --- ------ --------

- Passivei-v- -e--- -
- Active/Passive------ ---------------------------------------- --- - - ---- -----
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----- - --- -- -- --------------------- -- ------- - --- -- ----- -- --- --
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- ~ -- - -- - -- - - --- -- ---- --

-- --- ----
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Frequency (KHz)

Figure 5.3 Ripple spectra measured at the output of the LISN for both the hybrid active/passive filter

and a passive filter of the same size. The hybrid filter achieves a 35 dBpV attenuation of the
fundamental ripple frequency as compared to passive components alone.

5.3 Experimental Results and Evaluation

The performance of the hybrid filter is determined by first taking measurements

without injection from the active filter element. Essentially, the 5 p.H magnetizing

inductance of the injector transformer and the 0.2 pF output capacitor form a

conventional LC low-pass filter. Measurements were then taken with the active filter in

operation. Figure 5.2 illustrates the dramatic improvement in output voltage ripple

performance that is achieved through the use of the active circuitry. The spectral

measurements of Fig. 5.3 indicate that the use of active injection provides almost 35 dB

reduction in fundamental ripple voltage and results in the largest component across

frequency being 25 dB lower in magnitude.

As mentioned previously, the best results are achieved with feedforward and

feedback control used together, as illustrated in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. Individually, the

feedforward and feedback controls above are able to achieve about 20 dB ripple

attenuation, corresponding to about 10% residual ripple. The amount of attenuation
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attainable for feedforward is limited by phase and magnitude error. The feedforward

control has very slight magnitude and phase errors, but it is enough to significantly limit

feedforward ripple cancellation. For the feedback control, stability considerations limit

achievable feedback gain and ripple attenuation. The ripple around 700 KHz is greater

with feedback ripple cancellation than without, reflecting deterioration in filter

performance in this region due to ripple amplification by the feedback. The increase in

ripple from feedback control in the region is compensated by the feedforward control.

Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3, the combination of the two control systems yields a

superior result over either one alone. At mid-range frequencies the feedforward

controller compensates for the limitations of the feedback controller, and at still higher

frequencies only passive filtering is effective. These two complementary control

schemes allow for the maximum usage of the injector, which is the largest component in

the filter.

70 Feedforward vs Feedback Control

60 -- Feedforward
Feedback

- Active Off

0

-30

-10 ---- -

-30
100 300 500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900

Frequency (KHz)

Figure 5.4 Ripple spectra measured at the output of the LISN for feedforward and feedback control
used individually. The measurement with the active filter off is offered for comparison. Each control
technique has its own performance limitations. The feedback control actually performs worse than no
active filtering at certain frequencies.
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5.4 Design of a Comparison Passive Filter

In order to compare the benefits of hybrid filters to conventional passive filter

design methods, a passive filter meeting the same ripple specification is designed using

the 5 tH magnetizing inductance of the injector. The larger passive filter requires a 20

pF capacitor to meet the same flat ripple specification across frequency (ripple 25

dBpV across frequency). Relative performance of the hybrid filter and the large passive

filter is shown in Fig. 5.5. Therefore, the hybrid filter allows a 20 pF capacitor to be

replaced with a 0.2 pF capacitor with no degradation in performance. This corresponds

to a factor of 100 reduction in the required filter capacitance utilizing the hybrid

active/passive approach presented here.

Furthermore, experiments have demonstrated that the active damping circuitry

presented in chapter 4 provides identical performance to the purely passive damping leg.

Fig. 5.6 shows the performance of the system with and without active damping. Without

Large Passive vs. Hybrid Active/Passive
30 ------ -------------- ----------- ---------- Large Passive

Active/Passive
20-

10

-2 - -- - -- - - - - --- - - -

-30
100 300 500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900

Frequency (KHz)

Figure 5.5 LISN voltage spectra of the hybrid active/passive filter and a large passive filter with a 20

pF capacitor. The plots indicate that both the hybrid filter and the large passive filter both meet a flat

25 dBptV ripple specification across frequency.
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Active Damping Vs. No Damping
70
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Figure 5.6 LISN voltage spectra of the hybrid filter system with active damping and without damping. The
system with out any damping is unstable. This is indicated in the figure by the large peak at 700 KHz. The
active damping stabilizes the system.

the active damping circuit operational the system is unstable. Fig. 5.7 goes on to

compare the performance between active and passive damping circuits. From the 5.7, the

results are nearly identical. Therefore the active damping circuit provides a reduction in

damping capacitance by a factor of 1000. Essentially, a simple, single-transistor circuit is

capable of making a lnF capacitor behave like a 1[ F capacitor. The benefit of the

proposed approach is that by introducing simple, signal-level active circuitry, the passive

filter capacitance can be dramatically reduced for the same level of performance.

5.5 Design of a Complete Active Filter

The efficiency of the active filter is of great concern because it is dissipative in

nature, unlike conventional passive filters. If the losses in the active circuitry greatly

decrease the efficiency of the converter then the approach will not be worthwhile. To

evaluate the impact of efficiency, additional voltage regulators are added to the

active/hybrid filter to supply the power for the active filter components. This allows a
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complete and accurate measurement of efficiency for a self sufficient active filter

implementation. The voltage regulators can draw the power from either the 42 volt or 14

volt bus. The prototype uses two 14 volt to 6 volt regulators because they were readily

available; the 42 volt bus could also have been used. Switching regulators are required

because the signal level amplifiers have been designed to have a 0 DC voltage, which

requires both positive and negative voltage. The prototype is implemented with the

NME 1205, switching regulator which has an isolated output that allows for positive and

negative voltages. The structure of the system is illustrated in Fig. 5.9.

It is also possible to use a single (positive) supply amplifier configuration, as

illustrated in Fig. 5.8. Amplifiers designed with a single supply have a non zero DC

voltage. This would require a blocking capacitor in series with the amplifier and the

secondary side of the transformer (see Fig 5.8), because at DC the transformer is a short

circuit. The blocking capacitor and the magnetizing inductor form a second order high

pass filter, with the following transfer function:

Active Vs. Passive Damping
30 -Active Damping
2 5 1 -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- -_-- --- -- --- -- - --- -_-- - - ---_-- - --- - - - -- - -- - Passive Damping
20

> -15 - - --

S10

0

-10 -

-15

-20

100 300 500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900
Frequency (KHz)

Figure 5.7 LISN voltage spectra of the hybrid filter with active and passive damping. The plots indicate that
the active and passive damping topologies have similar performance.
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sec ondary S 2 (5.1)

V 2 R 1amplifier s 2 S out + _I

Lmagnetizing Limagnetizing Cblocking

In order to minimize phase and magnitude error the pole pair must be at least an order of

magnitude below the switching frequency of the converter. For a secondary side

magnetizing inductance of 125 pfH, this requires a 1.3 pF capacitor, making it the largest

capacitor of the active filter.

To minimize capacitance, a dual-supply amplifier configuration is used,

implemented with switching regulators. They are more efficient than the alternative,

linear regulators. However, switching regulators are relatively costly and generate more

electrical noise than linear regulators. The noise can be significantly reduced by adding

some additional small, passive filters. If the size of the filter needed for the regulators are

larger than the ones being replaced, then the active system is futile. Fortunately, the

regulators only need 0.1 pF filter capacitor on the output and a small inductor on the

input (see Fig 5.9). Since the regulators have a small bias current, a ferrite bead is used

Vdd

R ,Cs,,g
Rout Cbloctong

magnetizing Vsecondary primary

Figure 5.8 An additional blocking capacitor is needed at the output stage of the amplifier if a single
supply amplifier configuration is used (resulting in a DC bias voltage is not equal to zero). The output
impedance of the high speed buffer, Rou5 , blocking capacitor, and magnetizing inductance of the
transformer forms a second-order low pass filter. If the poles of filter are near the frequencies of
interested they will cause magnitude and phase errors.
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to implement the input inductor. It is important to note that the regulators draw power

from the "noisy" 14V side of the filter. Therefore, noise added by these components is

filtered out by the hybrid filter. If the regulators draw power from the "quiet" 14V side

then the added noise will be directly injected into the load. The design of the regulators

does not pose a fundamental challenge to the performance of the overall hybrid filter.

That is, the experimental results have verified that the hybrid filter gives identical

performance whether deriving power from the buck converter and deriving power from

another power source. It should be noted that the power supplies for the active circuitry

are a significant consideration. Availability of existing logic supplies to the power the

active circuitry make the active filtering approach much more attractive.

The prototype with self-contained power supply represents an accurate measure of

the overall efficiency of the hybrid filter. From testing, the overall regulators take the

noisy 14 volts and supply a nearly steady +/- 6V. In many applications, separate

generation of the signal-level voltages is not necessary; it is included here for

completeness. Experimental results show that the average current drawn from the

"noisy" 14V bus by the active elements is slightly less than lOOmA. This corresponds to

1.4 Watt of power dissipation. If the active damping is also used, then the power

Lbead

1.4tH Noisy 14V Active 2673021801 Quite 14V

L = Filterbead + . + .. l F
2673021801 60 1Vt 6 V6V0

DCQ 42V A 20ptF .p .F

NME1205 -0.220 0. 2[F
NME1205T

Figure 5.9 Switching regulators are incorporated into the hybrid active filter as a power source. Power

for the active circuitry of the filter is derived from the DC/DC converter. The entire hybrid system is self-
contained. The system power is drawn from the noisy 14V side, so any noise created by the regulators is
dealt with by the active filter. The passive filters components required by the switching regulators are
insignificant in comparison to the rest of the EMI filter.
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dissipation increases to 2 watts. This corresponds to only 0.9% of the total output power.

Thus, the active circuitry does not dramatically affect the efficiency of the overall system.

5.6 Summary

The hybrid active/passive filter and active damping was applied to a 125KHz

switching buck converter. The active/passive filter was able to reduce the fundamental

switching-frequency noise by 35dB. The active filter allows a 0.2pF capacitor to replace

a 20ptF capacitor for the same EMI performance, which corresponds to a 100 times

reduction in capacitance. The active damping technique does even better. It allows a

reduction of the damping inductor by a factor of a 1000: a I nF capacitor is able to replace

a Ip F capacitor. The overall system was found to consume only 0.9% of the rated

converter output power. Therefore, by paying a small price in overall efficiency the

hybrid filter and active damping techniques are able to dramatically reduce the

capacitance needed in EMI filters.
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APPLICATION OF ACTIVE FILTERING TO MOTOR DRIVES

6.1 Introduction

Traditional input EMI filter design places a capacitor in parallel with the DC voltage

supply to provide a low-impedance shunt path for high-frequency currents. EMI

specifications, such as SAE JI 113/41, require the capacitor to be able to shunt current over

a wide frequency range. To achieve low impedance at higher frequencies various types of

capacitors are placed in parallel. Large-capacitance electrolytic capacitors are used to shunt

lower EMI frequencies and provide voltage holdup. For mid-range frequencies, smaller

tantalum or ceramic capacitors are employed. Small ceramic capacitors are used for high

EMI frequencies. The relative cost per capacitance is typically higher for capacitors that

perform better at higher frequencies. Large-valued electrolytics are used because of their

low cost and high energy storage densities, but they have poor high frequency performance.

On the other hand, ceramic capacitors have excellent high frequency performance, but are

3.6pH

2ptF 3900pF

12 V Inverter

InF InF

3.6ptH

Figure 6.1 Passive input filter for an automotive Electorhydraulic electronic power steering module.
Current ripple is generated by an inverter connected to a three phase brushless motor. The passive filter
contains a large electrolytic filter in parallel with the inverter. In addition, it has a large, expensive
ceramic capacitor in parallel with the battery.
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used sparingly due to cost.

The particular filtering application considered in this chapter is an input EMI filter

for an automotive electro-hydraulic power steering (EHPS) pump motor. This application

uses an inverter to convert DC voltage into three phase AC to drive a brushless motor for

the EHPS system. The electrical motor replaces the belt-drive for a hydraulic fluid pump,

and allows for more efficient operation of the power steering system. The inverter has a

fundamental switching frequency of 10 KHz and a peak (transient) input current of 70

amps steady-state average input current on the order of 35 amps. The baseline passive

input filter and inverter package was produced by a major automotive supplier for a line of

European cars. The entire system must follow SAE EMI specifications.

The production version, (passive) input filter is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. It uses a

filter structure with a 3900 tF electrolytic capacitor at the input to the inverter and a 22ptF

ceramic capacitor at the supply interface. Separating the two capacitors are two 3.6 fH

inductors providing both common mode and differential mode filtering. In addition to the

electrolytic capacitor at the inverter input there is a small ceramic (nF) capacitor in

parallel with it for higher frequencies. The same is true of the large-valued ceramic

capacitor (22pF). An approximate cost breakdown of this filter is illustrated in Table 6.1.

The high-valued ceramic capacitor cost about the same as the large electrolytic capacitor

Passive Component Cost For Quantities of 1000 Volume
(US dollars) (inches2)

3900 p.F Electrolytic Capacitor $2 1.37
22 pF Ceramic Capacitor $2 0.02
3.6 pfH Inductor $ 3 0.6
Table 6.1 Gives the cost break down of the components in the passive input EMI filter of the EHPS system.
The cost per unit is based on estimated cost attained for quantities of 1000 units. The volume of each
component is provided for relative magnitude.
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though it is physically much smaller. (The breakdown price may not scale to high

volumes, but for comparison purposes the thesis uses available cost figures for quantities of

1000.) Active filtering techniques are applied to this passive filter in an effort to achieve

improvements over the cost of the production model.

The large ceramic capacitor is a prime candidate for active techniques due to its

high cost and reduced ripple-carrying requirement. Other passive components, such as

inductors, may also be reduced by active circuit techniques; such techniques will not be

explored here. The feasibility of applying active circuit techniques to a capacitor is

dependent on the ripple current the capacitor must carry. Simulations can provide an easy

estimate of the current magnitude. The inverter and motor drive can be modeled as a

square-wave current source at the switching frequency of the inverter, 10 KHz (see Fig

6.2). The worst-case condition for the power steering unit occurs when the motor becomes

locked in position. Designing for this, the inverter is modeled as a 10 KHz current source

pulsing with 50 percent duty ratio from 0 to 70 amps. The power constraint of signal level

amplifiers forbids the direct replacement of the electrolytic capacitor with an active filter.

Simulations show the ripple current of the electrolytic capacitor to be 40 amps peak to peak

(see Fig 6.3). It is interesting to note that even the passive filter can only sustain this level

ripple J
T"

1/ft

Figure 6.2 The inverter and motor drive is modeled as a square wave current source. The frequency of the
square wave is 10KHz, the switching frequency of the inverter. The peak current amplitude is 70 amps,
which is the worst case condition for the system.
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under transient conditions; the steady-state limit of the electrolytic capacitor is only on the

order of 15A rms. The high-value ceramic capacitor has a ripple current of 0.9 amps under

this condition (see Fig 6.4). Although this is still a significant amount of current, the high

value ceramic capacitor is a prime target for active filtering.

6.2 Active Filter Design Considerations

In this system, cost is the major design constraint. In order for the active filter to be

a commercially viable replacement for the capacitor, the entire active filter must cost under

$2. The active filter must also have limited power dissipation for efficiency considerations.

Unlike passive components, active circuits have inherent power dissipation. Excess power

dissipation impacts cost, due to the need for more elaborate heat management techniques

and component technologies. Furthermore active component power dissipation will

Current of Large Electrolytic Capacitor
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Figure 6.3 Simulation of the maximum ripple current that is shunted through the 3900piF electrolytic
capacitor. The electrolytic capacitor must be able to handle a maximum peak to peak current ripple of 80
amps. The current magnitude is too large for active filtering techniques.
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adversely affect the overall efficiency of the inverter. A further constraint is the active

filter system must use the available 14V power supply. Other power supply requirements

would increase the cost substantially. Given these constraints, the design of the active

filter is quite interesting and challenging.

Based on these limitations, many design choices can be made that affect the

design regardless of the chosen topology. The severe cost constraint allows the use of only

lower-end, minimal cost transistors, such as the 3904 and 3906. These transistors are

standard signal level transistors in a TO-92 package. A reasonable power limit for the

package would require each one to dissipate less than a third of a watt. Therefore, it may

be necessary to parallel several transistors together. Simulations show that the 22uF

capacitor has a peak current ripple of 0.9 amps. The bias current alone (for a class A stage)

Current of Large Ceramic Capacitor
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Figure 6.4 Simulation of the maximum ripple current that is shunted through the 22 pF ceramic capacitor.
The electrolytic capacitor must be able to handle a maximum peak to peak current ripple of 0.8 amps. Active
filtering techniques may be applied to the ceramic capacitor.
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would result in 14 watts of power dissipation, making it impossible to directly implement

the active filter with signal-level transistors and a class-A output stage. More importantly,

it would not make the system cost effective. Surprisingly, a saving factor lies in the SAE

J 1113/41 specification. The specification only stipulates the EMI ripple from 150 KHz

onward. The majority of the ripple is due to the fundamental switching frequency of the

inverter, which occurs at 10 KHz; the magnitude of the frequency spectrum of the ripple at

100 KHz and beyond is significantly less than the 10 KHz component. If the active

components are able to reject the 10 KHz signal and pass signals 100 KHz and beyond,

then the magnitude of the ripple to be handled by the active circuit is greatly reduced.

Therefore, with appropriate design an active approach can lead to a viable alternative.

The design of the sensing filter proves to be a primary challenge of this system.

The ideal sensing filter would have a sharp cutoff, essentially going from high attenuation

to high gain within decade. Such a sharp cutoff would require a high order sensing filter,

which adds complexity and cost, and makes it more difficult to attain a stable feedback

loop. Loop compensation may be added for higher sensing filter stability, but this adds

complexity and oscillations may occur due to non-linearities. (Nonlinearities, such as

saturation, cause the loop gain of the feedback system to decrease for certain input

magnitudes, which can drives the system unstable.) These factors make it difficult to use a

sensing filter with an order higher than one. One possible solution is to use non linear

compensation, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, only non-

compensating sensing filters are considered. Unfortunately, a first order sensing filter does

not provide enough separation between the pass band and stop band. That is to say that, the
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filter is unable to attenuate the 10 KHz signal within the power limitations of the low power

transistors, while still providing adequate gain at 100 KHz and beyond.

One approach for overcoming these limitations is to place a medium-sized

electrolytic capacitor in parallel with the active filter. The low cost of electrolytics makes

this a viable solution. Electrolytic capacitors have poor performance at higher frequencies,

where their ESL (equivalent series inductance) causes them to behave like inductors. By

placing an electrolytic capacitor larger than 22 pF in parallel with the active filter, the

lower frequency currents, including the 10 KHz fundamental, will be shunted from the

active filter (see Fig 6.5). At higher EMI frequencies , where the electrolytic capacitor

begins to behave like an inductor, the active filter takes over and shunts the high-frequency

currents from the load. The much higher frequency currents that fall beyond the bandwidth

of active circuit can be filtered by a small ceramic capacitor.

6.3 Amplifier Design Considerations

Essentially the active filtering problem can be thought of as replacing a passive

capacitor with an active circuit having the same or lower impedance over the high

3.6tH

3900& IF ripple low freq ripplehighfreq

11C . trBatteryripple Cmed electrolytic Filter

3.6pfH
Figure 6.5 A medium sized electrolytic capacitor (22ptF) is placed in parallel with the active filter in
order to reduce the current magnitude that the active filter shunts. The large passive filter has a poor
frequency response, therefore it will shunt the lower frequency component of the current ripple. The
higher frequency ripple components are handled by the active filter.
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frequency range. To replace the existing capacitor with a hybrid filter, the active circuitry

can be used to enhance a significantly smaller capacitor. Various active enhancement

topologies were investigated in the context of active damping (Chapter 5). Two topologies

for active filtering in this application are investigated in this thesis. The first is a voltage

sense - current drive topology. The second is a voltage sense - voltage drive

configuration. Some of the advantages and possible disadvantages of each will be

addressed. Both topologies use a sensing filter, implemented with small passive

components, to select the frequencies processed with the active amplifier. Transistors are

employed for signal and power gain, and both topologies use feedback control. With any

feedback system, the tradeoff between gain and stability is the primary performance

limitation. The larger the gain the more the active circuitry enhances the capacitor,

therefore allowing for a smaller passive component. The upper limit on the amount of gain

achievable is set by the stability of the system. As mentioned previously, the stability is

highly dependent upon the sensing filter.

6.3.1 Voltage Sense - Current Drive Topology

The system uses a current to voltage gain, also known as a transconductance

amplifier. Although the transconductance amplifiers can have high bandwidths, the main

3.6pHf

-L22 vFL

3900pF
rippleg v LISN -Battery

RESR

3.6tH

Figure 6.6 Simulation model of the hybrid filter. This model is used to determine the maximum current
ripple that will flow through the active filter. From simulations the needed bias current is determined.
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drawback in this application is the large DC bias current. The needed DC bias is set by the

ripple magnitude which the active filter shunts. Circuit simulations readily determine the

needed bias currents. The hybrid filter is modeled by two 22uf electrolytic capacitors

including parasitics, a passive sensing filter, and an ideal transconductance amplifier. (see

Fig 6.6) Simulations show that the active component must shunt a maximum peak ripple

of 200 mA. Therefore the current drive stage of the transconductance amplifier must be

bias at 250 mA. Although such currents are not uncommon in power electronics, it posses

significant difficulty for signal level amplifiers. The challenge of a large bias current stems

from issues of power dissipation and the general design of large bias currents on signal

level transistors.

The amount of power dissipation that a transistor is equipped to handle is dependent

upon the packaging and cooling method. The cost constraint limits the cool schemes to

heat sink cooled. Being further constrained to low-end transistors, a single transistor

cannot handle such large bias levels. The TO-92 package cannot handle the power

requirements and the 3904 and 3906 cannot handle the large current magnitude. Therefore

14 V Bus

10 4K 3904
6.7K 3904 3904 3904

3906

5 nF

I nF 57K 1.2K 0.1pF 0.1 0F .1 [F

40K 150 150 150
200

Figure 6.7 The active filter circuit with integrated sensing filter. Three emitter followers are used as the
current driving stage. A second emitter follower stage is used to increase the input impedance of the
driving stage. A common base stage is employed for added gain.
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multiple transistors used in parallel to evenly distribute the bias current and dissipation.

The prototype uses three 3904, npn transistors with a bias current of 85 mA and a power

dissipation of .225 watts (see Fig 6.7). The maximum power dissipation for these

transistors is .625 watts. To reduce the power dissipation the voltage dropped across the

transistors is divided by a resistor in the emitter. The configuration is commonly called

emitter follower stage. The voltage to current gain of the output stage is increased by

adding a bypass capacitor across each resistor. Although each of the three emitter follower

circuits dissipates about 1.2 watts, the transistor handles only a quarter of that. The use of

an emitter follower with bypass capacitors for the output stage allows the system to stay

within the power limits of the small signal transistors, while providing voltage to current

gain.

It was found experimentally that the large bias current causes difficulties in the

performance of the transconductance amplifier. According to hand calculations and

simulations, the gain of the prototype should be greater than forty and have a bandwidth of

at least 10 MHz. When the system is actually implemented (Fig.6.7) the gain and

bandwidth are far from the predicted values. The maximum measured gain is ten and the

bandwidth is 2 MHz. Even after layout parasitics and temperature rise has been accounted

for in simulation, the actual values are greatly different from the predicted values. When

the bias current is decreased to signal level values of less than 10 mA, the predicted and

actual values matched. This indicates the inherent difficulty of designing high biased

current circuits using standard signal level techniques and components. The exact

difficulty of designing with signal level transistors with large bias currents is not addressed
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in this work, but may relate to limitations of the assumption (e.g. low-level injection) used

to develop the small-signal models for transistors.

6.3.2 Voltage Sense - Voltage Drive

By moving to a voltage sense-voltage drive topology, the issues of designing with

large bias currents can be avoided, but at the expense of increased peak currents. The

output stage can be implemented with a standard push-pull stage. A push-pull circuit has

no bias current, but it does have a dead zone. In the dead zone the output voltage is zero if

the input voltage is within the thermal voltage of the transistor. A small bias current is

passed through both push-pull transistors in order to eliminate the dead zone. The two

transistors are biased with emitter followers, which have the extra benefit of increasing the

input impedance to the drive stage (see Fig. 6.8). One concern of a push-pull output stage

is maintaining bias stability. In this configuration, it is possible for the current to increase

without bound. Placing resistors in the emitters of the push-pull transistors is one solution.

The emitter resistors serve to limit the amount of current follow (see Fig 6.8). The output

14 V Bus

310 0.47

0.1 pF 2222
1.3K

180K 3906

3904

22K $3904
2906

51 310

Figure 6.8 The voltage sense-voltage drive active filter circuit with integrated sensing filter. A push pull
implements the voltage drive stage. This topology greatly reduces the needed bias current. A second
emitter follower stage is used to increase the input impedance of the driving stage. A common emitter
stage is employed for added gain.
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stage does not provide any voltage gain. Rather, it serves as a voltage buffer and a power

gain stage.

The voltage sense-voltage drive topology has the drawback of increased peak

current, which affects the bandwidth of the system. Simulation can facilitate the prediction

of the peak current needed. The hybrid system is modeled as a sensing filter with lead

compensation, two 22 pF electrolytic capacitors, and an ideal voltage gain driving a load

capacitor (see Fig 6.9). Simulations show that the peak current has increased to 500mA.

The 3904 and 3906 transistors are not designed to handle these peak currents. Fortunately,

the 2222 and 2906 can accommodate these current magnitudes. In addition, these

transistors cost the same and have the same packaging. The tradeoff is that the 2222 and

2906 have a lower unity beta bandwidth than the 3904 and 3906. This is due to the larger

parasitic capacitances of the 2222 and 2906. Furthermore, the topology needed for the

voltage amplifier has a lower bandwidth than the one for the transconductance amplifier.

The common emitter stage in the voltage amplifier has the unfortunate miller effect which

multiplies capacitances by the gain of the system. The bandwidth limitation may become a

definite issue in the voltage sense-voltage drive topology.

The tradeoffs of the voltage sense-voltage drive over the voltage sense-current drive

ripple v t V LISN +Battery

-GV,+

3.6[tH

Figure 6.9 Simulation model of the hybrid filter. This model is used to determine the peak current
ripple that will flow through the active filter. From simulations the needed transistors can be
determined.
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topology lies in the output stage. The push pull output stage of the voltage sense voltage

drive case allows for a substantial decrease in the needed bias current. This leads to

relative ease in design and, more importantly, a substantial reduction in power dissipation.

The tradeoff is the increase in the peak ripple current magnitude. Different transistors were

required to deal with this issue. It also has the additional drawback of having a lower

bandwidth.

6.4 Summary

This chapter enumerated some of the possible difficulties of applying active

filtering technologies to a commercial motor drive application. Although may of

technical challenges are similar, more constraints are added because the active

filter must replace a $2 passive component. Several possible approaches where

introduced and briefly analyzed illustrating some of the tradeoffs. There is still a

significant amount of work left to be done. First and foremost: given the power

limitations and cost constraints, what are appropriate design procedures?

Relating to which, there needs to be further work investigating different sensing

filter designs and compensation methods. Moreover, the issues of designing

signal level transistors with large bias currents needs to be looked at closely. A set

of guidelines and design solutions need to be developed. The optimal solution to

the difficult problem of active filters for motor drives still remains to be developed,

and is left for future work.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Introduction

EMI filters are an integral part of switching power converters. Capacitors

substantially contribute to the overall size, cost, and reliability of these EMI filters. This

thesis focuses on reducing filter capacitors in EMI filters, reducing damping capacitors,

and introducing the application of active techniques to reduce EMI capacitor cost in

motor drives.

For all of these applications, signal-level active components are used to enhance

the performance of small passive components. These low power circuits are unable to

handle highly dissipative applications. Therefore, active circuit techniques are usually

applied to later filter stages. At these subsequent stages, the EMI ripple is greatly

reduced but still significant enough to warrant the use of relatively large passive

capacitors.

7.2 Active Filtering

A hybrid passive/active filter topology that achieves ripple reduction by injecting

a compensating voltage ripple across a series filter element is used. Both ripple

feedforward and feedback are employed in the design. The design of injector, amplifier,

and senor circuitry suitable for the application are investigated. This work demonstrated

that, at least in some applications, active filtering techniques can reduce the needed filter

capacitance by a factor of 100.
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The primary challenge in the proposed filtering technique lies in the design of the

voltage injector. The injector circuit must satisfy several difficult challenges. First, there

must be minimal DC losses. The injector resides in the DC path of the converter; thus

any DC loss would be detrimental to efficiency. Second, the injector must provide

isolation between the power converter and the signal-level circuitry. Finally, the

feedforward control relies on an injector with high signal fidelity. Transformer-based

circuits prove to be the most viable solution. This work illustrates the design procedure

and tradeoffs of several transformer circuits, giving careful consideration to parasitics.

As illustrated in Chapter 3, the feedforward and feedback controls are

implemented with standard discrete amplifiers. Feedforward control relies on precise

gain to inject the inverse of the voltage ripple. Provisions must be made in the design of

the feedforward controller insure an accurate gain. Conversely, feedback systems rely on

an inexact but large gain to reduce the voltage ripple within a closed loop. Feedback loop

stability is the most important factor in the design of such systems. A compensator is

employed to shape the loop to maximize gain and stability. Chapter 3 investigates circuit

topologies which optimize the feedforward and feedback controller.

This thesis has provided a proof-of-concept for a series voltage ripple filter.

There are still issues that need to be resolved before this technology can be brought to

light in industry. The prototype introduced in this work is by no means optimized.

Further work is still needed to explore the minimum cost, volume, and maximum lifetime

of such a system. Additional circuit design can improve the performance of the

controller. The feedforward system can be further optimized for precision and the

feedback system can be maximized for gain. Never the less, this thesis demonstrates the
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viability of the system.

7.3 Active Damping

The capacitors used for damping EMI filters is usually an order of magnitude

larger than the main EMI filter capacitor. The damping leg needs a large capacitor to

block DC voltage, while making the damping leg appear resistive at the corner frequency

of the EMI filter. Chapter 4 demonstrated that, at least in some cases of interest, active

topologies are able to reduce the damping capacitor size up to a factor of one thousand.

The proposed active damping implementation only requires a single low-end,

signal level transistor. The topology introduced uses a current sense-current drive

feedback configuration. Once again, the stability of the system is the primary design

challenge. The loop transfer function shows that the stability places an upper limit on the

size of the capacitor that this technique can replace. The other main limitation is the

slight increase in power dissipation. Despite this, the experimental results demonstrate

the feasibility and high performance of the new approach, and illustrate its potential

benefits.

This work explores only one possible topology. More work is needed to

investigate the countless topologies available and the tradeoffs of each. One particular

area of interest is topologies which reduce power dissipation.

7.4 Active Motor Drive Filters

This work also introduces the application of active techniques to a commercial

EMI filter. In the application, an electric motor powered by the automotive voltage

supply is used to drive the hydraulic pump of an automotive electro-hydraulic power

steering (EHPS) system. The system was produced by a major automotive supplier for a
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line of European automobiles. Active filtering techniques are considered for the input

EMI filter in an attempt to reduce the overall filter cost.

A significant portion of the cost is due to the capacitors of the filter. The filter

contains two main capacitors: a 3900 pF electrolytic and a 22 pF ceramic. Since the

ceramic capacitor nearly costs the same as the electrolytic, it is cost effective to target the

ceramic capacitor. Also, the power dissipation considerations prevent the replacement of

the electrolytic capacitor. Designing for commercial applications places a heavy

constraint on cost. In fact, cost is the primary design challenge. The second most

difficult challenge is power dissipation. Two configurations are introduced: a voltage

sense-current drive topology and a voltage sense-voltage drive topology. Some of the

tradeoffs are also illustrated in chapter 6.

A significant amount of work still needs to be done in this area. Investigations of

the two topologies are in a preliminary stage. Further detailed testing and evaluation is

needed before any conclusion can be drawn. Furthermore, the scope of future research

need not be limited to the two proposed topologies. At the very least, a concise design

procedure needs to be developed, illustrating the benefits and tradeoffs of several

topologies. Although much work has been completed, there are still significant

challenges that need to be addressed before this becomes a commercially viable

technique.

7.5 Summary

It is demonstrated that the proposed active filtering approach is most effective in

cases where it is desirable to minimize the amount of capacitance in the filter.

Experimental data has verified that active filter techniques can reduce the main capacitor
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size by about a factor of 100. Tests have also demonstrated that active damping can

reduce damping capacitor size a thousand times. This work has also proposed means to

reduce EMI filter cost in motor drives. In all these cases, a capacitance reduction of a

significant factor is possible with active techniques, without impacting ripple

performance.
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